Context. The evolution of the Milky Way bulge and its relationship with the other Galactic populations is still poorly understood. The bulge has been suggested to be either a merger-driven classical bulge or the product of a dynamical instability of the inner disk. Aims. To probe the star formation history, the initial mass function and stellar nucleosynthesis of the bulge, we performed an elemental abundance analysis of bulge red giant stars. We also completed an identical study of local thin disk, thick disk and halo giants to establish the chemical differences and similarities between the various populations. Methods. High-resolution infrared spectra of 19 bulge giants and 49 comparison giants in the solar neighborhood were acquired with Gemini/Phoenix. All stars have similar stellar parameters but cover a broad range in metallicity. A standard 1D local thermodynamic equilibrium analysis yielded the abundances of C, N, O and Fe. A homogeneous and differential analysis of the bulge, halo, thin disk and thick disk stars ensured that systematic errors were minimized. Results. We confirm the well-established differences for [O/Fe] (at a given metallicity) between the local thin and thick disks. For the elements investigated, we find no chemical distinction between the bulge and the local thick disk, which is in contrast to previous studies relying on literature values for disk dwarf stars in the solar neighborhood. Conclusions. Our findings suggest that the bulge and local thick disk experienced similar, but not necessarily shared, chemical evolution histories. We argue that their formation timescales, star formation rates and initial mass functions were similar.
Introduction
Despite its prominent role in the formation and evolution of the Galaxy, the bulge is the least well-understood stellar population in the Milky Way. Two main formation scenarios have been proposed to explain bulges of spiral galaxies (see Kormendy & Kennicutt 2004 , for a review). In classical bulges, most stars are formed during an early phase of intensive star formation following collapse of the proto-galaxy and subsequent mergers, as predicted in a cold dark matter cosmology. Boxy or peanut-shaped bulges develop through dynamical instability of an already established inner disk. The nature of the Galactic bulge is still unknown since its generally old and metal-rich stellar population (e.g. Zoccali et al. 2006; Fulbright et al. 2006 ) is consistent with a classical bulge while its boxy shape is indicative of formation by dynamical instability.
Compared to the other Galactic populations, our understanding of the chemical properties of the bulge and its evolution with time is still sketchy due to the large distance and high visual extinction. Following pioneering work on 4 mclass telescopes (e.g. McWilliam & Rich 1994) , the situation has, however, improved based on observations with 8-10 m telescopes (e.g. Meléndez et al. 2003; Rich & Origlia 2005; Zoccali et al. 2006; Fulbright et al. 2006 Fulbright et al. , 2007 Cunha & Smith 2006; Lecureur et al. 2007 ). High-resolution multi-object and infrared (IR) spectrographs have also aided the cause, such that the number of red giants in the bulge with detailed abundance information based on high-resolution spectroscopy now exceeds 100.
Of particular interest are the abundances of α-elements (such as O and Mg) as a function of metallicity, since they provide crucial information about the star formation history and initial mass function (Tinsley 1980; Ballero et al. 2007 ). In regions of rapid star formation rates -as expected for the Galactic bulge -higher metallicities are reached before the contributions from thermonuclear supernovae (SNe Ia) are reflected in the abundance ratios. The α-element abundances should then remain elevated compared to those parts of the Galaxy experiencing a more modest star formation rate. A tell-tale signature is therefore [α/Fe] > 0.0 at high metallicities ([Fe/H] ≈ 0) as a result of nucleosynthesis in core collapse supernovae (SNe II). A conclusion of most bulge studies is that indeed the α-elements seem to be overabundant relative to both the thin and the thick disks in the solar neighborhood, implying a short formation timescale of the bulge (Fulbright et al. 2007; Lecureur et al. 2007) .
In this Letter we revisit the issue of the chemical differences between the bulge and the thin/thick disks based on Gemini/Phoenix high-resolution IR spectra of 19 K giants in Baade's window as well as a sample of nearby thin and thick disk giants. The unique aspect of our study is that we conduct a homogeneous differential analysis of stars with similar stellar parameters to minimize systematic errors. The novel result of our careful analysis is that we find no significant abundance differences for the elements studied (C, N and O) between the bulge and the local thick-disk stars.
Observations and abundance analysis
High-resolution (R ≡ λ/∆λ = 50, 000) IR spectra of 19 K giants in the Baade's window of the bulge were taken with the Phoenix spectrograph (Hinkle et al. 2003) on the 8 m Gemini-South telescope. The Phoenix spectra of five of these bulge giants were previously analyzed by Cunha & Smith (2006) . Importantly, comparison K giants of the thin disk (24 stars), thick disk (21 stars) and halo (4 stars) in the solar neighborhood were observed using the same instrument on Gemini-South as well as the 2.1m and 4m Kitt Peak telescopes. The stars were selected to cover the metallicity range −1.5 ≤ [Fe/H] ≤ +0.5. The assignment of population membership to the comparison sample was based on UVW velocities (Bensby et al. 2004; Reddy et al. 2006 ). All IR spectra were obtained using the same instrumental setup centered on 1.5555 µm (Fig. 1) .
We also acquired high-resolution (R = 60, 000) optical spectra to check the derived stellar parameters employing Fe i and Fe ii lines. The disk and halo stars were observed using the MIKE spectrograph on the Clay 6.5 m Magellan telescope and the 2dcoudé spectrograph on the 2.7 m Harlan J. Smith telescope at McDonald Observatory. For the bulge stars, we rely on the equivalent widths measured by Fulbright et al. (2006 Fulbright et al. ( , 2007 using the HIRES spectrograph on the Keck-I 10 m telescope. Our observations were acquired between September 1999 and October 2007.
Both the optical and infrared spectra were reduced homogeneously with IRAF; we refer the reader to Meléndez et al. (2003) , Yong et al. (2006) and Meléndez & Ramírez (2007) for details on the data reduction of Phoenix, MIKE, and 2dcoude spectra, respectively. The signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) of the reduced spectra ranges from S /N ≈ 100 per spectral resolution element, for the IR spectra of the bulge giants, to several hundreds per pixel, for both the optical and IR spectra of the bright disk and halo K giants.
Photometric temperatures were obtained using optical and infrared colors and the infrared flux method T eff -scale of Ramírez & Meléndez (2005) . Reddening for the bulge stars was estimated from extinction maps (Stanek 1996) while for the comparison samples both extinction maps and Na i D ISM absorption lines were adopted (Meléndez et al. 2006) . The stellar surface gravities were derived from improved Hipparcos parallaxes (van Leeuwen 2007) using bolometric corrections from Alonso et al. (1999) for the relatively nearby disk and halo stars and assuming a distance of 8 kpc for the bulge giants. In addition, Yonsei-Yale (Demarque et al. 2004 ) and Padova isochrones (da Silva et al. 2006 ) were employed to determine evolutionary gravities. Tests of the ionization and excitation balances of Fe i and Fe ii lines revealed that the photometric stellar parameters of only six stars required significant adjustments; given the remaining uncertainties in both the photometric and spectroscopic parameters the overall agreement for the remaining stars is encouraging. The adopted stellar parameters are given in Table 1 . We estimate that our stellar parameters have typical uncertainties of ∆T eff ≈ ±75 K, ∆ log g ≈ ±0.3 and ∆v t ≈ 0.2 km s −1 , which translates into abundance errors for Fe, C, N and O of 0.03, 0.11, 0.11 and 0.14 dex, respectively, when the errors are added in quadrature; the errors in [X/Fe] are almost identical. As discussed below, these uncertainties are probably too conservative; an uncertainty in [O/Fe] of 0.10 dex was adopted.
The Phoenix spectral window contains several useful lines for abundance purposes. The stellar C, N, O and Fe abundances were obtained from spectrum synthesis of a number of CO, CN, OH and Fe i lines using MOOG (Sneden 1973) ; it is important to be able to derive the C, N and O abundances consistently for each star given the interdependencies in the respective molecular balance and corresponding line strengths. The same transition probabilities for the atoms and molecules were applied to both the bulge and comparison samples (Meléndez et al. 2003) . In the present work, we employed both Kurucz models with convective overshooting (Castelli et al. 1997) While no predictions of 3D hydrodynamical models are available for precisely our parameter space of interest (Asplund 2005) , we note that, according to simulations of slightly less evolved red giants, the 3D abundance corrections for the species considered herein are expected to be modest: |∆ log ǫ| < ∼ 0.1 dex at [Fe/H] ≥ 0, although slightly larger at the lowest metallicities of our targets (Collet et al. 2007) . Given the similarity in parameters between the bulge and disk giants, the relative abundance ratio differences will be significantly smaller.
Results
Our results in terms of [O/Fe] are shown in Fig. 2 . One concern is whether CNO-cycled material has been dredged-up to the surface in our giants. It is clear that many of the stars' atmospheres contain CN-cycled gas. As demonstrated in Fig. 3 , however, the [C+N/Fe] ratio remains roughly constant at solar values as a function of metallicity for both the bulge and disk giants, which implies that intrinsic CNO-cycled rest-products have not been brought up to the surface. We therefore believe that the measured O abundances are indeed a proper reflection of the pristine contents the stars were born with. We note that Fulbright et al. (Gratton et al. 2004 , and references therein). In any case, we believe that the O abundances of these two stars do not reflect the typical bulge composition.
In agreement with previous findings (Zoccali et al. 2006; Fulbright et al. 2007; Lecureur et al. 2007 [O/Fe] for the bulge extends to higher metallicities than for the thin disk, implying a higher star formation rate. Furthermore, we confirm the by now well-established chemical distinctions of the Galactic thin and thick disks locally, in the sense that for a given [Fe/H] the latter is more over-abundant in α-elements (Bensby et al. 2004; Reddy et al. 2006) . We also seem to detect a similar knee in [O/Fe] for the local thick disk as advocated by Bensby et al. (2004) , although this is based on only a handful of stars. The existence of this SNe Ia signature has been questioned by other studies of thick-disk stars (Reddy et al. 2006; Ramírez et al. 2007 ). The interpretation largely hinges on whether or not the kinematically selected local thick-disk stars at [Fe/H] > ∼ −0.2 truly belong to this population or are just part of the high-velocity tail of the thin disk. As also seen from the four such thick-disk stars included in our sample, there is no chemical differentiation at these metallicities between the thin and thick disk, if indeed the thick disk extends to these high [Fe/H]. Our limited number of thick-disk stars is insufficient to draw firm conclusions to these questions. Likewise, the four thin-disk stars with [Fe/H] < −0.5 may belong to the thick disk since our classification assumes a metallicity-independent thick/thin disk stellar fraction of 10% (Bensby et al. 2004) .
The most surprising inference of our study comes from a comparison of our bulge and local thick-disk samples. In contrast to previous works on the topic ( the mean difference between the bulge fit and the thick disk data is 0.03 ± 0.09 dex. The comparison implies that the real abundance errors probably do not exceed 0.10 dex rather than the higher estimates given in Sect. 2. The metallicity of the bulge extends to significantly higher [Fe/H] than that, which, as explained above, remains to be convincingly demonstrated for the thick disk. Rather than having had a significantly higher star formation rate as normally argued, the conclusion is thus that the bulge did not differ noticeably from the local thick disk in this respect. Furthermore, our observations suggest that the initial mass function for the two populations were similar. The nearly identical [O/Fe] trends do not necessarily imply a causal relationship between the bulge and local thick disk. Such a relationship has been proposed for other spiral galaxies (e.g. van der Kruit & Searle 1981) and remains an intriguing possibility based on our observations.
In the classical bulge scenario one does not expect any direct relationship between the bulge and either of the disk populations. Since the thin disk had a long formation timescale and experienced a smaller star formation rate, it is unsurprising that [O/Fe] differs between the solar neighborhood thin disk and the bulge. If both the bulge and the thick disk formed on short timescales as well as had similar initial mass function and star formation histories, the abundance pattern would be similar even if the two populations lack a physical connection. In the disk instability formation model for the Galactic bulge, the bulge stellar population consists largely of stars from the inner disk that have been heated dynamically through the instabilities associated with bar formation and buckling. According to N-body simulations, the bar and consequently the bulge appears only after a few Gyr, when the thick disk was already in place according to the observed stellar ages of > ∼ 9 Gyr (Bensby et al. 2007 ). However, it is important to distinguish between the ages of the stars and the ages of the structures that they inhabit. The stars of the bulge and thick disk appear to be very old. If the bulge and thick disk both formed dynamically (e.g. via instabilities or minor merger heating of the early thin disk), then the bulge and thick-disk stars may well be significantly older than the bulge and thick-disk structures, and the bulge-thick disk similarities which we have uncovered would then not be surprising. The differences between the bulge and our thin-disk stars do not support a causal link between the two, but may simply reflect the Galactic radii probed. It is not known empirically how [O/Fe] varies in the inner thin disk but models constructed to reproduce the Galactic abundance gradient imply that [O/Fe] at a Galactocentric radius of 4 kpc is only ≈ 0.02 dex higher than at the solar location of 8 kpc (Chiappini et al. 2000; Cescutti et al. 2007 ). This suggests that there should be a significant difference in [O/Fe] between the bulge and the thin disk in the transition region in the inner parts of the Galaxy. It remains to be seen whether this conclusion holds also observationally.
We conclude the discussion by briefly arguing why our detected similarities and differences between the populations are robust findings. Since we are primarily interested in studying the relative differences between our bulge, disk and halo samples, the zero-points adopted for our stellar parameters does not matter much, since all stars, regardless of population, have comparable properties determined similarly. Furthermore, both bulge and comparison samples were analysed using the same set of lines. We believe that not adhering to these principles is the main reason previous studies (e.g. Zoccali et al. 2006; Fulbright et al. 2007; Lecureur et al. 2007 ) reached different conclusions, by misleadingly comparing their bulge giant results with literature values for main sequence and turn-off disk stars in the solar neighborhood (Bensby et al. 2005; Reddy et al. 2006) . Even the particular choice of solar abundances for the normalization of the stellar results in different works can introduce errors as large as the purported abundance differences between the various stellar populations. We circumvent these problems here by adopting a differential analysis of the bulge and disk giants.
Concluding remarks
Three obvious follow-up investigations to the present study are urgently needed. The first is to obtain larger samples of bulge and thick-disk giants, especially in the critical metallicity range −0.5 ≤ [Fe/H] ≤ +0.0, to confirm that our conclusions regarding the chemical similarities remain unaltered. Secondly, the analysis should be extended to a determination of additional elements; here Mg is particularly desirable, since Fulbright et al. (2007) and Lecureur et al. (2007) argue that it shows pronounced differences of about 0.2 dex between the bulge giants and local thick-disk dwarfs. Finally, one needs to have a comparison sample from the inner disk analysed in a homogeneous way. Do the chemical similarities between the bulge and the thick disk remain when moving from the solar neighborhood to the inner regions of the Galaxy? Is the Galactic abundance gradient sufficient to make the inner thin disk indistinguishable from the bulge? If so, it would argue in favor of a disk instability rather than a merger origin for the bulge. Until the launch of GAIA, it will be difficult to differentiate kinematically between the thin and thick disks at such large distances, but the chemical signatures may be sufficient since Ramírez et al. (2007) 
